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Launched 2001.  WMAP has now collected 9 years of data as of August 2010, and has 
ended operations.

7-year papers from Jan 2010: 
•  Jarosik et al., “Sky Maps, Systematic Errors, and Basic Results” 1001.4744 
•  Gold et al., “Galactic Foreground Emission” 1001.4555
•  Larson et al., “Power Spectra and WMAP-derived parameters” 1001.4635
•  Bennett et al., “Are there Cosmic Microwave Background anomalies?” 1001.4758
•  Komatsu et al., “Cosmological Interpretation” 1001.4538
•  Weiland et al., “Planets and celestial calibration sources” 1001.4731
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ACT 2008-data papers
•  Hincks et al 2009 ‘Beam Profiles and First SZ Cluster Maps’, 0907.0461

•  Fowler et al 2010 ‘A Measurement of the 600< ell <8000 Cosmic 
  Microwave Background Power Spectrum at 148 GHz’, 
  1001.2934

•  Swetz et al 2010  ‘The Receiver and Instrumentation’, 1007.0290

•  Marriage et al 2010 ‘Extragalactic Sources at 148 GHz in the 2008 Survey’, 
  1007.5256

•  Menanteau et al 2010  ‘Physical Properties and Purity of a Galaxy Cluster 
  Sample Selected via the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect’, 
  1006.5126

•  Hajian et al 2010 ‘Calibration with WMAP Using Cross-Correlations’, 
  1009.0777

•  Das et al 2010  ‘A Measurement of the CMBPower Spectrum at 148 
  and 218 GHz from the 2008 Southern Survey’, 1009.0847

•  Dunkley et al 2010 ‘Cosmological Parameters from the 2008 Power Spectra’, 
  1009.0866



The Cosmic Microwave Background

•  Linear theory (at early times)
•  Basic elements are well understood. 

Initial fluctuations evolve. 
•  Numerical codes predict power 

spectrum in a given universe.



7-year WMAP spectrum

Jarosik et al. 2010
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45200 meter elevation, one of driest 
places on planet

1º field of view, 6-meter primary, 2-
meter secondary, 1.4’ resol

3 frequencies: 148, 220, 270 GHz, 
3000 TES detectors

ACT probes new scales

Part of 2008 data



ACT 148-218 GHz power spectra

Das et al. 2010

•  WMAP extends to l=1000
•  ACT: �
 500<l<10000 for 148 GHz,�
1500<l<10000 for 218 GHz

•  Higher acoustic peaks and 
Silk damping tail probed

•  CMB dominates out to 
l~3000 for 148 GHz, and 
l~2000 for 218 GHz

•  High ell dominated by point 
source and SZ.

•  The 500<l<2500 range has 
previously been probed by 
e.g.  ACBAR/QUAD.



ell<3000 CMB TT power spectrum

Dunkley et al. 2010

7th acoustic peak!



ΛCDM Parameters

Dunkley et al. 2010

•  6-parameter LCDM 
continues to fit the data 
well
•  Scale invariant ns=1 now 
disfavored at 3σ from CMB 
data alone, in support of 
inflation.

•  Simple secondary 
parameter model captures 
high ell behavior.



The CMB appears to be lensed

Das et al. 2010

•  An unlensed spectrum would have sharper features

• Test for lensing in spectrum by marginalizing over 
(unphysical) parameter AL, scaling lensing potential. 
[Calabrese et al 2008] 

•  Expect AL=1, and unlensed has AL=0. See lensing at 
almost 3σ level:

AL=1.3 ± 0.5+1.2
-1.0 (68, 95% CL)



•  Effective field theory, period of 
exponential expansion for > 60 e-
folds. 

•  Running index, find 
-  dns/dlnk = -0.024 ± 0.015 �

         (ACT+WMAP+BAO+H0)

•  New upper limit on tensors, find 
-  r < 0.19 (95% CL,  ACT+WMAP

           +BAO+H0)

Inflation: limits from spectrum 

Dunkley et al. 2010

r < 0.24, WMAP+BAO+H0 r < 0.25

Komatsu et al. 2010



Inflation: Non-Gaussianity limits

Can look for non-Gaussianity by looking for non-zero bispectrum, 3-
point function

Define ‘fNL’ using curvature fluctuations: �
Φ(x)=Φgauss(x)+fNL[Φgauss(x)]2

From WMAP 7-year maps, see no detection of 3-point functions of 
primordial curvature perturbations (Komatsu et al 2010). 

The 95% CL limits are: �
–10   < fNL local          < 74 �
–214 < fNL equilateral  < 266 �
–410 < fNL orthogonal < 6 

So, the WMAP data are consistent with the prediction of simple single-
inflation models. Looking forward to Planck errors of ~5.



Primordial helium: detected at 6σ

Dunkley et al. 2010

Usually assume YP=0.24, predicted by BBN:  YP = 0.2485+0.0016[(273.9Ωbh2-6) +100 (S-1)], Steigman

More helium decreases electron density, increasing Silk damping.

  We find Yp = 0.313 ± 0.044 (68% CL, ACT+WMAP)

   (Already 3σ detection from WMAP+ACBAR+QUAD, Komatsu et al 2010)

A universe with no helium is now ruled out at 6 sigma from CMB – it would produce too much 
small scale power. Provides test of BBN epoch.

Dunkley et al. 2010



Relativistic species
‘Assume’ N=3 neutrino species. 

More species, longer radiation domination. 
Changing Neff changes equality redshift.

Also - species suppress early acoustic 
oscillations in primary CMB, and phase 
shift in primary CMB.  Distinct to zeq.

For ACT+WMAP7 we find Neff = 5.3 ± 1.3�
(CMB now constrains it from above) 

Error reduced to ± 0.75 with BAO and H0 
measures. Mean value higher than 3.04 
but N=3 still fits data well! 
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Bounds on cosmic strings

Dunkley et al. 2010

From shape of spectrum, cosmic strings cannot be dominant 
source of anisotropy.

May be sub-dominant. Expected spectrum is uncertain.
We take Nambu string sims as in Battye & Moss 2010.  At small 

scales expect ell-1 scaling.

Find upper limits for ACT+WMAP: �
Gμ < 1.6 x 10-7 (95%)  �
(pre-ACT was 2.6x10-7)

Spectral index prefers to be less 
than unity (0.963±0.013), 
disfavoring hybrid inflation 
models predicting n~1

2

FIG. 1: (Left) Comparison of cosmic string power spectra computed with the Unconnected Segment Model (USM) using the
Nambu – model A – (solid line) and AH mimic – model B – (dotted line) parameters. Spectra have been normalized to the
WMAP value of C10, giving Gµ/10−6c2 = 1.18 for the Nambu model and 1.91 for the AH mimic. (Right) Comparison of scalar,
vector and tensor modes for the USM AH mimic (solid) parameters and the actual AH spectra from simulations (dotted) [25].
The former has Gµ/10−6c2 = 1.91, and the latter 2.04. From top-to-bottom at low ! the ordering of the curves is the total
power, then the anisotropy from vectors, scalars and tensors, respectively.

assumptions about the evolution of the string network. We note that the constraints presented here will apply only
directly to strings where the intercommutation probability, p, is unity; that is, they can only be directly applied to
normal field theoretic strings and not necessarily to cosmic superstrings [17].

II. CMB SPECTRA FROM COSMIC STRINGS

The key to predicting the observed CMB anisotropies from strings is a detailed understanding of the evolution of a
cosmic string network. The main idea is that, after formation, the network evolves toward a self-similar scaling regime,
whereby the average properties of the network remain approximately constant as a function of time. In the standard
scenario this is achieved by the production of loops and their subsequent decay into radiation, usually assumed to be
gravitational.
The scaling assumption is not at issue. It has been observed in just about every simulation that has ever been

done. However, the precise characteristics of the scaling regime are of critical importance for predicting the CMB
anisotropy spectrum. The problem is that each simulation technique needs to make assumptions in order to achieve
sufficient dynamical range. The two most popular approaches are: (A) to solve the Nambu equations of motion for
a string in an expanding universe and include the effects of reconnection by hand; and (B) to solve the equations
of motion for the Abelian-Higgs (AH) model. In method A one ignores the effects of radiation backreaction, which
is likely to be important in setting the size of loops which the string network creates, making the observed scaling
dependent on the removal of sufficiently small loops from the simulation. Radiation into propagating modes of the
field is included in method B, but one is necessarily forced to consider simulation box sizes which are only ∼ 300
times greater than the core string width, thereby reducing the dynamical range. This could also lead to the radiation
being stronger in the simulation than in realistic string networks since the typical radius of curvature is large relative
to the core width. Moreover one has to accept contortions involving fixing, or reducing the rate of growth of, the
core width in comoving units in order to perform simulations in an expanding universe. Dynamical range is less of a
problem in method A, since the core width is zero and the strings are represented as 1D objects, as opposed to the
3D box required for field theory simulations, thereby allowing much larger grid sizes. Having said that no simulation
can achieve the dynamical range required to model the real Universe!
Simulations using method A have been used to derive the key statistical parameters of the string network which

appear to be different in the radiation and matter eras [18–21]. It is found that the correlation length L = ξdH(t), where
dH(t) is the particle horizon distance, differs substantially between the radiation and matter eras, with ξrad = 0.13 and
ξmat = 0.21 (see refs . [22, 23] and references therein), corresponding to a significantly lower string density (ρstr = µ/L2



Sunyaev-Zel’dovich clusters in ACT

Marriage et al. 2010 in prep

•  All been optically followed up (Menanteau et al 2010) and have redshift (out to z~1).
•  For high significance clusters, concordance cosmological model fits the number of 
clusters well for a given mass limit (Sehgal et al 2010 in prep).



Small-scale power

Dunkley, Hlozek, Sievers et al. 2010
SZ power: l(l+1)Cl/2π = 7 ± 3 µK2 , preferred at 95% level.  



Sunyaev Zel’dovich power

Dunkley et al. 2010

•  Make predicted spectrum for SZ power for σ8 = 0.8.  Then scale it with some amplitude,  AtSZ.
•  AtSZ = 1 is prediction for σ8 = 0.8.  Then,  AtSZ ~ σ8

7.
•  ACT sees consistent power with SPT,  but also with simple gas model templates.

•  Kinetic SZ upper limit: <8 μK2 (95% CL)  at l =3000. 



Summary of results
•  With WMAP and ACT we measure the microwave power spectrum from �
2 < ell < 10000; CMB is subdominant beyond ell~3000. 

•  Standard ΛCDM: the model continues to fit, and lensing of the CMB is required at 
almost 3σ significance.

•  Inflation:  ACT’s longer lever arm gives new constraints on inflationary 
parameters: r < 0.25 from CMB alone and a running index disfavored. WMAP 
further constrains non-Gaussianity to -10<fNL<74.

•  Non-standard physics: relativistic species detected at 4σ, primordial helium at 6σ, 
and cosmic string contribution further limited.

•  Sunyaev-Zel’dovich: New SZ clusters have been detected; numbers are consistent 
with ΛCDM.  ACT (and SPT) see a preference for non-zero SZ power in spectrum.

•  WMAP has 2 years more data;  ACT has >75% data still to analyse.

•  Planck results due 2012;  ACTPol/SPTPol starting up 2012 


